For Immediate Release

Edmonton, Alberta, September 1, 2018 – Hyperlink (formerly operating as Virgin Technologies Inc.), a leading
manufacturer of commercial auto-acquire antenna systems, announced that it has secured over $1.2 million in
orders for its VR7 auto-acquire antenna in the month of August.
Hyperlink has been manufacturing auto-acquire antennas for over 20 years, and it has been one of the best
kept secrets within the niche industry of global satellite communications and the design and production of
VSAT antennas (very small aperture terminals). In the recent past, Hyperlink has kept its technology closely
guarded, deploying it within a highly competitive oil and gas rentals market in Western Canada and various oil
plays throughout North America. Under the leadership of President and CEO Brad Adam, Hyperlink has been
steadily growing market share in the global VSAT marketplace, with a particular emphasis on the global energy
sector.
“Our pedigree has been oil and gas, and we are unique in the industry as our antenna system was built
specifically for oil and gas end-users,” comments Adam. “We know the struggles users go through every day,
as unlike any other manufacturer, we own and operate a teleport too. This means we are in constant touch
with our end-users and have developed a product to meet the incredible challenges in providing reliable
communications to oil and gas end-users each and every day.”
Today there are hundreds of VR7s deployed globally with the largest oil and gas operators in the world
increasingly turning to the unit as the industry standard based on reliability, ruggedness, and price point. “It is
very rewarding to have international customers requesting the VR7, which has largely been a result of the
product simply proving itself in a very harsh use-case scenario,” say’s Adam.
In 2019, the company plans to expand its manufacturing capability in its existing facility located in Tomball,
Texas, and is anticipating a slew of new announcements in Fall 2019, including an exciting international new
partnership, along with introducing new products and software to the global VSAT marketplace.

About Hyperlink (formerly operating as Virgin Technologies Inc.)
Hyperlink manufactures a line of auto-acquire antennas and rugged industrial intercom systems. The business
is also an iDirect certified partner, a member of the World Teleport Association, and owns and operates an
earth station providing comprehensive Ku coverage for its customers throughout North America.
www.hyperlinkinc.ca | www.hyperlinkrentals.com

